Abstract-In this paper, we propose an analog integrated circuit to compute the motion field of a time-varying image by means of a multiple-constraint method. The chip converts optical input to electrical form with an array of on-chip image sensors. A resistive network is used to smooth the input image. The spatial and temporal derivatives of the image are used to compute the optical-flow constraint. An array of motion cells enforce the optical-flow constraints, and two nonlinear resistive networks enforce the smoothness constraint over the optical-flow field. In order to preserve object boundaries, the smoothness constraint must be adjusted according to discontinuities in the optical-flow field and edges in the image. This is achieved by the nonlinear nature of the resistors and by adjusting the conductance of the resistors according to spatial gradients of image intensity. A 32 32 optical-flow based motion field detection chip is fabricated using a 0.5-m CMOS process. Measurement results show that the proposed IC can compute the optical-flow field in a scene efficiently and correctly so as to facilitate segmentation of moving objects in image sequences.
jects in a video image sequence are rigid objects, thus all pixels in an object most likely are moving with the same velocity, i.e., have uniform velocity. Therefore, by combining the motion field of an image and the image intensity itself, a segmentation method will be more robust in the case of texture-rich images [4] , [5] . Without a motion field, texture in an image alone can be used to find the boundaries of the objects in the image. However, an object may consist of several parts, each having its own texture, and thus makes object boundary detection very difficult.
On the other hand, with motion field of the image given, objects can easily be segmented since all pixels in an object will exhibit coherent motion field.
Algorithms to segment regions in an image sequence fall into two categories: 1) a correlation-based approach [6] [7] [8] and 2) a gradient-based approach [5] , [9] . The correlation-based approach is more robust than the gradient-based approach, because it does not use differentiation that is likely to generate singular outputs from input images with noises. However, it is more computationally intensive and involves more pixels, and it is less tractable in hardware implementation since long-range wiring is usually necessary to carry the feature or intensity signals. On the contrary, the gradient-based approach has the potential of finding both the motion vector and can easily deal with 2-D images. After years of development and improvement, both types of algorithms grew quite sophisticated. Due to their complexity, most of these algorithms are only simulated in software and implemented on digital signal processors rather than special-purpose hardware.
Since motion-estimation algorithms are usually computationally expensive, techniques which can be implemented in parallel are very attractive, especially if image capturing and motion estimation can be integrated within a single chip. Because image intensity is a continuous-time vector signal, asynchronous analog circuit implementations are preferable to clocked digital implementations since temporal aliasing effects introduced by the sampling clock can significantly compromise the time-critical computations [10] . Thus, in this paper, we focus on continuous-time analog array processor implementing for motion-field detection.
There have been several analog hardware implementations of integrated image capture and motion detection chips aimed at real-time processing. Typically, these are VLSI analog array processors with on-chip image sensors. Many hardware implementations of motion estimation are based on the correlation of image intensity or of some temporal or spatial features to compute a 1-D motion field [11] [12] [13] . Another gradient-based motion sensor can compute only one motion vector instead of a motion field [14] .
Some of the correlation-based motion field detectors can produce 2-D motion-field outputs [15] , [16] but no real-scene 2-D motion fields were presented. Another gradient-based optical-flow field detector can produce 2-D optical-flow fields [17] , albeit with blurring optical flow across region boundary. In this paper, we will present a 2-D optical-flow-based motion field detector with integrated image sensor array and readout circuit. The detector is based on a modified optical-flow approach that selectively smooth the 2-D optical-flow field so that optical flow discontinuity across region boundary can be preserved, which greatly facilitates further image segmentation task.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A description of the famous gradient-based motion field computation method-optical flow is given in Section II. Also a new modified smoothness constraint amenable to IC implementation is proposed in this section. Section III then illustrates architecture of the proposed motion field detector chip and presents detail circuit design of its main function blocks. In Section IV, we show the physical layout design of the IC and report its measurements. Finally, conclusions are given in Section V.
II. OPTICAL-FLOW COMPUTATION

A. Motion Field and Optical Flow
Motion field is a vector field formed from projecting the moving velocity of each point in a 3-D scene to the viewing plane. Therefore, the motion field is closely related to the scene and moving velocities. We can analyze and interpret the 3-D structure of the scene by means of the motion field. However, it is hard to find the motion field from the image itself. What we can find is the optical flow. Optical flow is the velocity of image intensity profile movement. Unlike motion field, the definition of optical flow only involves the image. Therefore, finding optical flow from the image sequence is possible. We will thus approximate the motion field by the computed optical-flow field.
B. Gradient-Based Approach
The gradient-based optical-flow-field estimation approach is based on the assumption of the conservation of local image intensity. A constraint equation is derived from this assumption. However, one constraint equation involving local image pixels is not sufficient for solving both horizontal and vertical components of the optical-flow vector at the corresponding location. More constraint equations must be included to resolve the ambiguity. Over-constrained systems are usually preferred, as redundant information enforces robustness over noises in the input [18] . Among many multiple-constraint gradient-based methods that have been proposed, we will review two methods that use the least mean square error constraint and some smoothness constraint [19] , [20] .
1) Optical-Flow Constraint Equation:
Following the derivation of Horn and Schunck [19] , we will briefly introduce the optical-flow derivation. Denote the image intensity at the pixel in the image at time as . Assume uniform and stationary illumination, and pure translational motion. When a particular point in the scene is moving, the intensity of the corresponding point on the image will not change. Therefore, we can write (1) This is called the conservation of image intensity. Applying the chain rule of differentiation to (1), one has (2) where and are the horizontal and vertical components of the optical flow at pixel at time , respectively. For conciseness, we can be further formulate them as and . If we denote the partial derivatives of the intensity in subscript notation , and , (2) can be rewritten as (3) which is called the optical-flow constraint equation.
The three partial derivatives in (3) can be measured from the image in a local area around the pixel under consideration. The two components of the optical flow, and , are unknown variables. Thus, the optical-flow constraint provide only a linear equation in the variables and . As a result, these two variables can not be uniquely determined without more equations.
Another interpretation of the optical-flow constraint equation is to plot (3) on the -space. This will result in a straight line on the plane. For this reason, the optical-flow constraint equation is also referred to as the intensity constraint line. All points on the intensity constraint line are possible solutions to the constraint equation. Again the need for extra constraint equations to determine a unique solution is obvious.
2) Least-Mean-Square Error (LMSE) Criterion: Once a set of local intensity derivatives are computed, the optical-flow constraint equation can be found. However, there is still ambiguity because the equation is under-determined. The ambiguity can be resolved by using another set of local intensity derivatives from a nearby pixel. For example, as shown in Fig. 1 , a corner moves from the location shown in solid lines to the location shown in dash lines. We want to determine the optical flow at point . The intensity derivatives at defines an intensity constraint line on the -plane. Another intensity constraint line can be found from the derivatives measured at a neighboring pixel . The intersection of these two lines uniquely determines the optical flow at . However, if our field of view is confined to a small region, then we may very well see only points that have parallel intensity constraint lines (e.g., points A and C in Fig. 1 ), then a unique solution is still impossible. This is the so-called aperture problem [21] .
Therefore, only if the other constraint equation provided by a neighboring pixel is independent of the original one can we uniquely determine . We generally cannot tell which point can provide an independent constraint equation and which can not, so we must ensure that all available neighboring information is included. If we define a neighborhood window for each pixel in the image, optical-flow constraint equations for all pixels in the window will form an over-determined system of equations. As in an under-determined system of equations, an over-determined equation system does not have a unique solution, hence usually the LMSE criterion can be applied to find the best-fit solution [14] . In other words, with several intensity constraint equations from the neighboring pixels, the optimal is the one that minimizes (4) which is the mean-squared error, and it is called the MSE cost function.
3) Smoothness Constraint: Apart from the LMSE criterion, the smoothness constraint is also widely used. The underlying assumption of the smoothness constraint is that the motion vectors of neighboring pixels are similar and vary smoothly. This assumption provides extra constraint equations for solving the optical flow.
Horn and Schunck used the squared magnitude of the spatial gradient of the optical flow as a measure of deviation from the smoothness constraint (smoothness cost function) [19] (5)
Enforcing the smoothness constraint on a optical-flow field is equivalent to minimizing the above measure. In their proposal, optical-flow-field computation is equivalent to a minimization problem of these two aforementioned cost functions simultaneously. Specifically, the function to be minimized is formulated as (6) and controls the degree of smoothing. If is very large, the resulting optical flow will mainly be subject to the optical-flow constraint. On the contrary, if is close to zero, the optical flow will tend to be very smooth.
In [17] , an optical-flow motion field detector based on the above smooth constraint using linear resistive networks with constant conductance was presented. The major drawback of this approach is that genuine motion boundaries are blurred if the smoothness constraint is strongly enforced while optical-flow homogeneity of pixels inside a region is impossible if the smoothness constraint is weakly enforced. In the former case, the smoothness constraint essentially propagates the optical-flow information into the area with static image intensity, where little or no velocity should be observed. In the latter case, all pixels in a region compute their motion velocities individually and the resultant velocities often vary wildly due to texture and fluctuation in pixel intensity inside the region. This will cause problems in many situations, for example, when an object moves against a uniform background. In this case, it becomes difficult to distinguish between the velocities assigned to the object and to the background, because the optical flow is smoothed across the object boundary. In [17] , the authors showed two different cases which required different smoothness strengths (one weak and one strong) for optimal optical-flow results. Therefore, it is only reasonable to modify the Horn and Schunck model to one in which the degree of smoothness constraint enforcement can be adaptively tuned according to local image intensity characteristics.
Nagel proposed one such model with a smoothness constraint that avoids the problem of blurring optical flow across region boundaries [20] . The smoothness constraint proposed by Horn and Schunck causes problems because the constraint is isotropic and homogeneous in the sense that it smoothes the optical-flow field uniformly in all directions and at all places. To avoid the blurred-boundary problem, Nagel developed a smoothness constraint that does not impose uniform smoothness but selectively smoothes the optical-flow field according to the image gradient. In the regions with strong second-order intensity variations, such as corners, the smoothness constraint is enforced quite weakly. In other words, the optical flow is allowed to be dis-continuous. Also, in the vicinity of edges, e.g., regions with strong intensity gradient but weak second-order intensity derivative, the smoothness is enforced strongly along the direction of the underlying contour, and weakly across the contour. Because of these features, Nagel named this constraint oriented smoothness constraint. The oriented smoothness cost function is given by (7) where the subscripts indicate spatial partial derivatives. The first bracket corresponds to the squared magnitude of projection of the optical-flow spatial derivative along the direction that is perpendicular to the image gradient direction. The second bracket involves complicated second-order image gradients and scales with the sum of squared magnitude of the optical-flow spatial gradient component perpendicular to the curvature of the image intensity. The parameter determines the relative weight given to the two oriented smoothness measures. Solving a new minimization problem with replacing in (6) will give an optical-flow field that has minimal variation along directions normal to the image gradients and curvature.
4) Selective Smoothness Constraint:
Although the problem of boundary blurring can be fixed to some extent by the oriented smoothness constraint, this method has its practical limitations. Computing the second-order spatial partial derivatives of the image intensity is inherently error-prone due to noise and quantization errors associated with any practical imaging system. Moreover, the computation complexity is much greater than that of the case using isotropic and uniform smoothness constraint. So in the proposed optical-flow based motion field detector, we adopt another circuit that simplifies the "selective smoothing" concept proposed by Nagel. This new method uses a smoothing mechanism whose strength is adaptive as in Nagel's method. However, the strength depends only on the first-order-gradient ("edginess") of the image intensity, not the complicated second-order image gradients. By this, we mean that whenever there is a large first-order gradient in the image intensity, it is more likely (not necessarily) a region boundary has been encountered; therefore, the optical flow across that boundary should be allowed to be dis-continuous and thus the smoothing constraint should be relaxed. The proposed selective smoothness cost function is given by (8) where is now a variable and is a monotonic decreasing function of the local image gradient magnitude.
III. ARCHITECTURE AND CIRCUIT
The block diagram of the proposed optical-flow based motion field detector is shown in Fig. 2 . For simplicity, the figure draws a 3 3 array. The chip actually implements a 32 32 array. The analog detector consists of five important functional blocks: 1) an array of photoreceptors which senses the input image; 2) a linear resistive network which smoothes the input image; 3) an array of motion-computation cells which imposes the optical-flow constraint; 4) two "edginess-adaptive" nonlinear resistive networks which impose the smoothness constraint in horizontal and vertical optical-flow components, respectively; and 5) a readout circuit for outputting the captured image and the computed optical-flow field. Note that the two nonlinear resistive networks (one for and one for ) are connected similarly, so only one of them is shown. Furthermore, the conductance of individual nonlinear resistor in these two networks is locally controlled by the first-order gradient of the image intensity at the corresponding location so that the degree of smoothing can be tuned properly.
A. Photoreceptor and Linear Resistive Network
The photoreceptor array and the resistive network sense the input image and smoothes the image spatially. As shown in Fig. 3 , the parasitic p-n-p transistor in an -well CMOS process, when reverse biased, can be used as a photo transistor. Incident light generates excess carriers in the depletion region of the transistor, thus producing a photo-current. Apart from the photo transistor, another bipolar transistor further amplifies the photo current, since the output signal level in normal room illumination is usually too low without further amplification. The amplified photo-current is then converted to voltage by a pair of diode-connected pMOS transistors.
The photoreceptor may introduce errors. One of the sources is the thermal noise; another is the mismatch among photoreceptors. The noise in the image will severely degrade the performance of the gradient-based motion-detection algorithms. Therefore, in many software implementations of the gradientbased algorithm, the input image is heavily smoothed by a spatial Gaussian low-pass filter to improve the robustness of the system. Similar effect can be achieved by connecting the photoreceptors with a linear resistive network [10] . The two pMOS transistors labeled and form such a network when the depicted photoreceptor is repeated to construct an image-capturing sensor array. The degree of smoothness enforced by the network can be controlled by the resistance of the resistors, which in turn is controlled by .
B. The Motion Cell
The motion cells follow the design in [10] and are used to enforce the optical-flow constraint at each pixel. The block diagram is shown in Fig. 4 . The motion cell computes the deviation of the optical flow from the intensity constraint line and tries to minimize the MSE cost function , as defined in (4) . If all optical-flow vectors fall on their respective intensity constraint lines, then is exactly zero and it is minimized. If the optical flow at a pixel does not fall on its intensity constraint line, the corresponding motion cell shall adjust that optical flow so that it moves toward the line. The farther an optical-flow vector deviates from the line, the larger the adjustment should be. The following gradient-descent-based adjustment is applied: (9) Note from Fig. 4 that the two optical-flow components and are stored in the voltages of two local capacitors and the adjustments, and , are represented as two currents flowing into the two capacitors, respectively.
The motion computation cell circuit (see Fig. 5 ) is similar to the one proposed in [10] except for how the cells are connected and the extra low-gain amplifiers in the feedback loops for extending the output voltage range of the motion cell. Instead of joining all and nodes together and computing only one motion vector as in [10] , the proposed optical-flow-based motion-field detector connects the motion cells through two nonlinear resistive networks. The motion cell is implemented with CMOS sub-threshold circuits. The multipliers are the conventional Gilbert type and the products are conveyed in the output currents, which can be easily summed up by joining output nodes. The input range of such circuits for linear operation is only about 150 mV, peak to peak. Note that the motion cell consists of two negative feedback loops, i.e., the outputs and are also inputs to the circuit itself. As a result, the output range of the circuit is also limited to about 150 mV. Such a small operation range renders the circuit vulnerable to noise and mismatch. Also, in order for the nonlinear resistors to operate normally, the output range of the motion cells needs be several times larger than the linear range of the nonlinear resistors. Therefore, it is necessary to enlarge the output range of the motion cell. Using an amplifier whose gain is less than unity inserted in the feedback path, we can extend the motion cell output range to about 3 V, peak to peak.
C. Nonlinear Resistive Networks
In [17] , it is shown that minimization of (6) can be implemented by two linear resistive networks connecting the motion cell array. The degree of smoothing is controlled by the conductance of the resistors in the two networks. To implement (8), we choose to adopt nonlinear locally-adaptive resistive networks over the linear globally-adaptive networks in [17] . The function of the two nonlinear resistive networks are two folds. First, they establish connections among the motion cells. Thus the motion cells can obtain information about the optical-flow constraint of their neighboring cells. This can help resolve the aperture problem. Second, they smooth the output optical-flow field by enforcing the selective smoothness constraint.
As mentioned previously, nonuniform oriented smoothing is preferable to uniform isotropic smoothing. In the proposed detector, the smoothing function is determined by the following rule: edges in the image and dis-continuities in the optical flow should both weaken the smoothing strength, i.e., the smoothness constraint should be relaxed. We implemented nonuniform smoothing using two resistive networks with variable-conductance nonlinear resistors. In the networks, the underlying mechanisms for these two factors that affect the smoothness are different. Image edges influence the degree of smoothness by adjusting the conductance of the nonlinear resistors, whereas the reduced smoothness due to optical-flow discontinuity is a direct result of the nonlinearity of the resistors. Several nonlinear resistors can be found in the literature, such as horizontal resistance (HRes) [10] , fuse [22] , and tiny-tanh [23] . Before determining which kind of nonlinear resistor to use, we need to understand their effects on optical-flow computation. Some simulations are conducted to examine the behaviors of these three nonlinear resistors. An image with two moving objects is used as the input image in the simulation. Fig. 6 depicts the simulation results of three motion detectors using different nonlinear resistors and uniform smoothness, i.e., the resistance value of the resistors is fixed. On the other hand, Fig. 7 shows the results when nonuniform smoothing is adopted, that is, the resistance value is controlled by the image edge intensity. The performance of the HRes network and the tiny-tanh network improves with nonuniform smoothing. However, the performance of the fuse network deteriorates with nonuniform smoothing. In the latter, the optical-flow vectors near the object boundaries become very large. The reason for this phenomenon is that the discontinuity in the optical-flow field makes the fuses along object boundaries blown off and the motion cells near the boundaries are no longer connected to one another.
With the nonuniform smoothing scheme, the performance of the tiny-tanh network improves dramatically but the performance of the HRes networks is still not satisfactory. The difference between these two cases must be interpreted carefully. Both HRes and tiny-tanh have hyperbolic tangent I-V characteristics. They differ only in the linear range of the transfer curves. The HRes resistor saturates at about 150-mV input, while tiny-tanh resistor saturates at only several millivolts. In fact, the output range of the motion cells are about 200 mV peak to peak, which is about the linear range of HRes. Therefore, the HRes networks always operate in its linear region, thus blurring object boundaries in the optical-flow field. If we extend the output range of the motion cell, the performance of the HRes network will be comparable to that of the tiny-tanh network (Fig. 8) . Based on the simulation results, we know the tiny-tanh network has better performance over the other two resistive networks. However, the performance of the tiny-tanh network and that of the HRes network are similar provided that the motion cells have a large output swing. Considering the complexity of the tiny-tanh circuit, we choose HRes as the nonlinear resistor.
Another factor that needs consideration when smoothing the optical flow is edges in the image, since they too indicate possible object boundaries. In order to segment the moving objects, these boundaries must be identified, and smoothness constraint should be relaxed at the boundaries. As chip area is critical in the analog VLSI motion detector, we avoid using complicated algorithms in finding the image edges. A very simple algorithm is used to determine the strength of smoothing in the resistive networks. In this algorithm, the spatial gradients of the image, and , are first computed. At a horizontal edge there is a large vertical gradient in image intensity; at a vertical edge, there is a large horizontal intensity gradient. Hence, the spatial intensity gradients can work as an indicator of the existence of image edges. If the intensity gradient is zero, there is no first-order intensity variation along the corresponding direction. Therefore, the smoothing strength along this direction shall be large. On the contrary, a large-magnitude intensity gradient, either positive or negative, should impose only weak smoothing strength. In other words, the maximal conductance of the HRes will be controlled by the image gradient while large difference in neighboring optical flow will lower the conductance owing to the saturating response of the nonlinear HRes.
The Gaussian function has precisely the property described above. The Gaussian function reaches its maximum when its argument is zero, and approaches zero when the magnitude of its argument is very large. In the proposed detector, the smoothing strength (and hence the conductance of the HRes resistor) is proportional to a Gaussian-like function of the spatial image intensity gradient. Moreover, the Gaussian-like function is implemented by the modified "bump" circuit proposed in [24] . The modified "bump" circuit (see left part of Fig. 9 ) has the advantage of tuning the height and width of the implemented Gaussian-like function independently through and , respectively. The circuit diagram of the smoothing-strength control circuit is shown in Fig. 9 . In this figure, only the resistors connecting two horizontally neighboring pixels are shown. In both resistive networks (one for and the other for ), the horizontal gradient of the image intensity controls the nonlinear resistors connecting horizontally adjacent motion cells, while the vertical gradient of the image intensity controls the nonlinear resistors connecting vertically adjacent motion cells. The intensity of the pixel is labeled , while the intensity of its horizontal neighbor is labeled . The Gaussian-like function output of the difference between and is conveyed in the signal , which in turn controls the conductance of the nonlinear HRes resistor. When there is a large difference in intensity between two neighboring pixels ( and ), will be low and the conductance of the HRes will be low, indicating weaker smoothing. On the other hand, smaller intensity gradient between ( and ) will increase the HRes conductance and make smoothing stronger.
D. Read-Out Circuit
The smoothed image and the computed optical-flow field must be read out of the chip. Fig. 10 shows the proposed readout circuit that multiplexes the outputs of each pixel to two common amplifiers (one for image and one for optical flow) that drive output pins.
Each pixel in the 32 32 array output three signals: image intensity, horizontal optical-flow component, and vertical optical-flow component. These signals are read out via the "X-Y" addressing technique by using two 32-bit shift registers to access the cells sequentially. Both 32-bit shift registers circulate a single logic high signal, but with different clock rates. Together they select a single cell from the array and the output buffers samples the output signals of the selected cell. As the content of the registers shifts, the whole array is scanned out of the chip serially.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The motion field detector is fabricated using a 0.5-m, double-poly double-metal CMOS process. Each of the 32 32 cells occupies m m with a fill factor of 10%. All active areas, except for the photoreceptor, are covered with the METAL2 layer. Thus, only the photoreceptor is affected by the input light. The METAL2 layer not only works as a light screen but also is used to deliver power. The die size of the chip is m m and its die photo is shown in Fig. 11 . We first characterized the fabricated motion cell by disabling all motion cells except those on the topmost row. In this measurement, an image intensity profile is scanned in. In the topmost row, all vertical connections are disabled so the optical-flow constraint equation becomes (10) 
Setting
to a constant makes the optical-flow output proportional to the temporal gradient, , while setting to a constant makes inversely proportional to . Fig. 12 shows the measurements of one motion cell in these two cases. Generally speaking, the motion cell correctly computes the horizontal optical-flow component in both cases. However, in the first cases, there is about 25-mV offset in and 15-mV offset in , while in the second case, there is about 75-mV offset in .
The block diagram of the test setup is shown in Fig. 13 . An optical interface focuses the image onto the chip. An incandescent lamp is used as back lighting to provide appropriate illumination for the chip. A computer controls the addressing of the read-out circuit via a computer interface. Bias voltages of the detector are provided by a biasing circuit made up of a 16-channel DAC and amplifiers. The values of the biases can be coarsely adjusted by variable resistors and fine tuned by the DAC, which in turn is controlled by the computer. The smoothed image output and the optical-flow output of the motion detector are sent to an ADC. The computer then gathers the data for calibration, display, and storage.
The sensitivity of the photoreceptors turned out to be low. It does not allow the chip to operate under normal lighting. An incandescent lamp is used as the back lighting. It produces a bright background (with some mismatch) in the image output. A transparency foil with patterns printed on it is placed in front of the lamp to produce an image. Fig. 14(a) shows the sub-sampled 32 32 version of the original pattern on the foil, and Fig. 14(b) shows the smoothed image captured by the chip. Obviously, due to the small array size, a low fill factor (10%), and spatial smoothing, the captured image is of low quality by itself. However, this image is good enough for computing the optical flow, as will be seen in the following measurement.
The measured optical-flow field output of a car-shaped object moving in a background is plotted in Fig. 15 . The corresponding captured image is also super-imposed. One can clearly see uniform right-ward motion vectors inside the car-shape object, and no perceptible motion is observed in most of the background area. With this optical-flow field, the boundary of the moving object can be easily identified. The spurious left-ward motion vectors to the left of the object is an "after image" of the optical-flow field produced by the capacitive effect of the nodes computing ( is computed by subtracting the temporally-averaged intensity from the instantaneous intensity). This effect can be mitigated by reducing the integration time constant of the circuit that computes the temporal average of the image intensity.
The chip can output image at a speed higher than 80 frames/s. Since the detector array itself operates in the subthreshold region, it thus consumes very little power, about 6 mW, while the readout circuit and pads consume about 24 mW. A summary of the chip is listed in Table I. V. CONCLUSION An analog optical-flow-based motion-field detector is proposed and implemented in this paper. The motion field detector adopts the gradient-based method. An image sensor array using parasitic p-n-p transistors in a standard CMOS technology is integrated within the chip. A linear resistive network is used to smooth the input image, and the degree of smoothness is adjustable via a bias voltage. Optical-flow constraint, LMSE constraint, and a new "edginess-controlled" smoothness constraint are combined to compute the optical flow. Two nonlinear resistive networks enforce the LMSE constraint and the proposed smoothness constraint. The nonlinearity and imagegradient dependency of the resistors in the proposed nonlinear resistive networks make identifying the dis-continuities in the optical-flow field feasible. The strength of smoothing is adjusted adaptively in order to preserve object boundaries. The chip was fabricated using a 0.5-m double-polysilicon doublemetal CMOS process. Measurements on real images show that the chip can output optical-flow field that greatly facilitates segmentation of moving objects. We believe that with the proposed motion field detector as the analog frontend, object segmentation task needed in next-generation object-based video-coding systems and computer vision systems can be completed with ease and efficiency.
